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Introduction
This workbook focuses on revision for the final written paper for AQA GSCE Performing Arts:
Dance. Ideally you should use it alongside the AQA GCSE Performing Arts: Dance textbook and
the AQA GCSE Performing Arts: Dance: Coursework Topics workbook (also published by Philip Allan
Updates). Students should use the workbook without any access to the answers to test their depth
of knowledge.

There are four topics: the first three link with Sections A, B and C of the written paper, and the
fourth contains crosswords on various works and features of dance. These teacher notes provide
some sample answers and suggested mark allocations (which are not necessarily the allocations
that examiners might use).

Throughout the exam paper, students will have to recall many facts, details of the features of
dances and of performing and choreographic skills. They should learn and be tested on the
accuracy of their knowledge and their ability to provide detailed explanations that substantiate
their ideas, opinions or examples. 

There are no photos of professional dance works in this workbook, because these are rarely
provided in the exam paper. Students need visual memories of costume and set design, use of
cameras, who is on stage at any moment, what they are doing, where they are on stage and how
the subject matter of the dance links with the accompaniment. In addition to the set work,
students should watch at least four other works several times, make appropriate notes and learn
the detail in order to be able to recall the facts accurately.

Section B has a higher mark allocation than Section C, requiring a wider range of knowledge,
and students have to write clearly in short paragraphs. The essay based on the given focus study
area requires different skills and students need to read the question set very carefully. The practice
questions in Topic 3 should help you to judge how well students can identify and describe the
relevant features in a clearly structured essay.
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Looking at past papers and mark schemes provided on the AQA website (www.aqa.org.uk) will
guide you further.

Students need regular tests, increasingly demanding homework tasks and mock papers. These
are essential components of the learning process, and will allow students to demonstrate their
consolidation of  knowledge and their acquisition of the skills to identify, describe, discuss and
compare features of dances. 

Topic 1 Revision tasks for Section A of the written paper
Health and safety
Task 1

a Possible hazards are given in the table below.

b Possible answers include: 
• aerobic exercise: walking, jogging and skipping motifs
• rolling from standing to crouching and back up
• stretches and swings
• pliés, small jumps and sautés in 1st, parallel, turnout, 2nd turn out and parallel

c An appropriate order for these exercises is: 
1 Aerobic travelling as a simple activity to generally warm the legs, get heart and lungs working

more efficiently and energetically.
2 Rolling down and up slowly to gently warm the spine.
3 Stretches and swings to move the trunk more vigorously and become aware of sides of body

and rhythmic actions, now involving whole body.
4 Pliés, small jumps and sautés, in that order, so that feet and legs gradually elevate 

safely.

d Possible changes include:
• an increase in flow of blood to muscles 
• the dancer starts to sweat

Possible effects include:
• gradually focuses the mind
• increases the dancer’s flexibility and core strength 
• prepares the dancer for dynamic travelling and jumping sequences

2
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Hazard

Too cold

Dirty floor

Cluttered space: bags, books,
clothing around studio

Non-sprung floor, wood on
concrete

Reason why this is a hazard

Inappropriate temperatures
could cause injury

Risk of infection through bare
footwork or weight on hands

Dancers could trip over or slip 
on obstacles

Possibility of injury to back or 
leg joints with prolonged 
impact work

Action to remove hazard

• Wear extra layers of clothing
• Ask for heating levels to be 

raised

• Ask for floor to be cleaned
• Wear dance shoes
• Only do actions on feet

Move objects to a safer place,
preferably outside the studio

Lay a sprung linoleum dance floor
to reduce risk
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e Safety of the dancer

f Healthy approach to life

g Physical safety issues

h Possible answers include: 
• Rest the injured knee.
• Apply ice, wrapped in a cloth, to the knee.
• Seek advice from a medical practitioner.

The technical nature of dance skills
Task 2

b Dance styles

Student Workbook Teacher Notes
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Item

Trousers that drape 
on or touch the floor

Socks

Jewellery

Reason

Dancers can step on the material and injure themselves by possibly 
slipping and falling 

These will not grip on the floor surface and could lead to slipping and 
a fall

Can catch on the dancer, his or her clothing, or that of another dancer,
causing injury

Example

What you drink

What you eat

Explanation

Alcohol and caffeine dehydrate dancers — they should drink water to 
replace fluid lost through sweating

Dancers should eat suitable food to give them energy and to balance the
calorie intake against the energy output

Issue

Clothing

Contact work

Chewing food 
or gum

Appropriate space

Dancers’ experience

Action to be taken

Check that all dancers are in suitable kit for the dance style and 
the space

Check that all dancers know how to lift, hold and balance another 
dancer safely

Ensure that no one is eating, so that any chance of choking is 
prevented

Check its size, floor surface and ceiling height before you take 
dancers there

Watch your dancers perform their own work and be sure they will be
technically able to cope with your ideas

Posture

Example: 
Lindy hop

Weight low to ground;
body leans forward

Style 1:
Ballet

Upright use of spine

Style 2:
Contemporary

Spine contracts, extends, 
tilts and spirals. Use of flat
back, sitting and lying on 
the floor
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c The following example answer gives the skills required to perform the key action of grand jeté
from ballet: 
• control body and legs in the air and on the landing
• extend both legs and point toes while in the air
• extend arms fully, in correct lines

d Possible exercises to improve the grand jeté include: 
• Grand battements: forwards and backwards. These would improve height and extension of

leg lift and achieve a good extension in the air.
• Pliés and stretches, followed by rising onto balls of feet and lowering to flat feet. These would

increase strength and flexibility in ankles, feet and lower legs. 

Technical accuracy
Task 3

a Possible differences include:
• the level of the dancers’ arms 
• the angle of the dancers’ heads 
• the parts of the dancers’ bodies where contractions are occurring 

b The dancer could move one foot back and take weight on ball of foot; relax upper back and
contract in centre of back; lift head to be upright above shoulders and focus forwards; extend
arms level with shoulders.

4
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Use of 
arms

Use of feet
and legs

Body 
shape

A key
position

A key 
action

A low-level
shape

A high-level
shape

Example: 
Lindy hop

They swing, with jazz 
hand shape; lift or hold 
a partner

Quick, lively, rhythmic 
steps with bent
supporting leg

Often wide, angular or
distorted

Tap step position,
also known as the
‘get down’

Shorty George or 
Scarecrow

Low level is not used 
much in lindy hop

Sways at high level;
leapfrog over another
dancer; high star lift

Style 1:
Ballet

Five basic arm positions,
bras bas, demi-bras,
arabesques etc.

Épaulement

Use of turn out, five basic
positions, pliés, pointe
work, arabesque, attitude,
jetés

Various, long clean lines,
use of shoulders, mostly 
on feet

Attitude: standing on one
leg with other bent
behind hips

A grand jeté: a large leap
with arms in arabesque

Kneeling on one knee with
other extended forwards,
sideways or backwards

Being lifted by a male
dancer above his 
shoulders

Style 2:
Contemporary

Parallel arms, 2nd, tilted 2nd,
swinging arms around body,
3rd and tilted 3rd

Arms extended as a unit

Parallel and turn out; 
flexed feet, pliés, swinging,
lifting and circling actions
with legs

Various, on different
supports

A contraction of lower body
with a release to arched or
upright position while
sitting or standing

A tilt to the side

Sitting in 4th or ‘on the 
walk’

A leap with any shape in 
the air
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c The dancer could move one foot back and take weight on ball of foot; bring shoulders back in
line with hips; keep contraction in centre, keep arms level with shoulders, bring head back in
line.

d One possible exercise to improve the use of the spine is to sit on the floor, with legs bent in
front of you and soles of feet flat on floor just in front. Hold the front of each knee with palms,
and arms bent. Sit tall, with back straight and looking forwards. Contract in hips and centre,
feeling the back making an elongated curve, then release the contraction as you move slightly
forwards on the hip bones, breathe in and stretch the spine back to upright.

Classical ballet

Task 4
a The weight in Photo 1 (‘Chassé’) is placed equally between both feet.

b In Photo 2 (‘Second arabesque’), the head is tilted and there is épaulement to the right in the
shoulder girdle (a twist).

c In Photo 3 (‘Retiré’), the action is a balance on one leg, with gesturing leg in retiré. Both legs
are in turnout. Skill is required to control the balance, to have flexibility in hip and knee joints
to achieve turnout, to have the body awareness to know if the leg gesture is the correct shape
and to build the core strength required to stand upright.

d In Photo 4 (‘Grand 4th in open arabesque’), the dancer’s legs are placed apart from each other
in a lunge. One of the arms is reaching low and forwards; the other is high and backwards in
an open arabesque line.

e You should guide students through the process of linking steps before they complete this task.

f A possible answer is given in the table below. 

g One possible answer is: I found it hardest to gain and keep my balance from the second
arabesque to the retiré position, with my arms in first. It was hardest because I could not co-
ordinate my arm action with pulling up in my centre and getting the shape of the leg gesture all
at the same time.

Contemporary dance

Task 5
a You should ensure that students analyse the individual photos and can perform the actions in

isolation before they complete this task. Students could identify the following skills for each
action in the photographs:

Student Workbook Teacher Notes
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Action

Chassé

2nd arabesque

Retiré

Grand 4th in open
arabesque

Skills

To control shifting weight from one leg to equally between both; using feet
accurately in turnout, transferring weight at end of chassé onto front leg. Core
strength to hold posture in alignment as dancer moves.

To move arms with coordination from the chassé with arms in first to second
arabesque. To have weight on front leg with extension through leg and foot to
show a pointed foot.

To have core strength to balance on front leg as back leg draws in and up to the
retiré position. Coordination of arms from 2nd arabesque to first.

To step into lunge with control (not fall heavily). To move arms slowly and extend,
to correct shape, to have flexibility to maintain the turnout.
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• Photo 1 (Balance of left leg and right hand) — I had to have control and core strength as I
lowered my weight towards the floor and the ability to extend the arm and leg that were
gesturing away from my body in a straight line.

• Photo 2 (4th position on the walk) — I had to be accurate in where I placed my legs, and to
extend my ankles and toes so that my feet were pointed. I needed good core strength and sense
of alignment in my spine as I sat in the shape and to be able to extend my arms accurately into
the personal space.

• Photo 3 (Balance on right leg) — I had to have core strength to balance on my front leg as back
leg extended out to arabesque, with flexibility in hip joints for good turnout.

• Photo 4 (Stag leap) — I had to be accurate in my body shape in the air, and had to have control
in my legs and feet for the take-off and landing.

b You should ensure that students link the actions required for each position in the correct order. 

c You should mark students’ work on the examples of weight transference, accuracy, strength,
body awareness, extension, flexibility and core control that they provide.

Street dance

Task 6
A sample answer for Photo 1 (‘Freeze One’) could include the following information:
• Support is on the head and both hands.
• The body is twisted at the hips.
• The legs are bent and reaching towards the opposite side of the body.
• It is a balance.

Task 7
The following is an example set of notes for three selected photos:

Contemporary
Photo 2 (page 13)

• Sitting on floor, with weight
on right hip and thigh

• Arms extended
• Legs bent at knees (right in

front, left behind the body)

• Body stretches up 
• Arms in diagonal shape — 

left reaching HL, right
reaching DR (in door plane)

• Legs in ‘on the walk’ or 
fourth position

• Mix of curved leg gestures 
and straight arm gestures

• Low level

• A sense of smooth, calm 
energy

Street
Photo 3 (page 15)

• Standing on right leg
• Right arm extended to 

right
• Left leg extended in air 

to left

• Body tilted to right
• Right arm straight to right, 

palm forwards; left arm by
left side straight down

• Left leg straight to DL; left
foot flexed upwards

• Wide body shape with a 
tilt to the right

• Strong gestures with right
arm and left leg

• Relaxed, heavy quality in 
left arm

Ballet
Photo 3 (page 11)

• Standing on right leg
• Arms in first position
• Left leg curved in retiré

• Body stretches up, head 
twisted to look front

• Both arms curved at waist
height in front of the body

• Left leg curved with foot
pointed and touching right
knee; legs are in turn out

• Body thin and tall shape, 
facing DSR

• Calm, controlled body 
quality

• Delicately held arms
• Strong, clearly defined leg 

gesture

Actions

Shapes

Dynamics
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Task 8
a Possible answers are given in the table below.

b The following is an example answer for ballet and capoeira styles:
In ballet the dancer has an upright spine and a sense of height, whereas in capoeira the spine is
used with greater variety: arching, curving, leaning with a sense of closeness (groundedness) to
the floor. Each style has a very different movement vocabulary. Ballet is a pure dance or narrative
style, whereas capoeira has a competitive attacking and defending focus.

Actions
Students need to be creative in writing and practise writing accurate and brief answers. 

Task 9 
a One possible answer is: I would fall into a sideways roll, get up and run three steps, jump and

then balance in a shape.

b One possible answer is: a gesture is an action that does not take weight, is in the air, and is
around, towards or away from the body.

c Examples of gestures include: a kick out to the side by the right leg, a wave by the left arm and
hand.

d A pirouette is a turning action in ballet, usually on one leg on demi-pointe, with the other leg
in retiré and arms in 1st or 5th.

e A barrel jump is a turning jump with bent legs and a body tilt. The leap goes from one foot to
the other, with another step as part of the landing.

f The five basic jumps are: one foot to the other (leap), one foot to the same foot (hop), two feet
to two feet (sauté), one foot to two feet (assemblé) and two feet to one foot (sissone).

Student Workbook Teacher Notes
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Ballet Contemporary Street
Photo 3 Photo 2 Photo 3

Skills • Upward extension in spine: correct posture
common • Arms placed accurately in space
to all three • Balance with control
photos • Legs in correct alignment

Movements

Posture

Dynamics

Ballet

• Pliés, retirés, jetés, attitude,
arabesques, pirouette

• Upright spine
• Épaulement

• Slow and smooth, 
e.g. developpés, 

• Quick and sharp, e.g. jetés

Capoeira

Cartwheel, Ginga, crouch,
turning kick, forward kick

Low to ground: low centre 
of gravity, spine curves,
arches, leans

Strong, fast and direct;
or weighty and rhythmic

Lindy hop

Fall off the log, kick step,
get down position,
scarecrow

Weight low, body
forwards, focus to
audience

Lively, rhythmic, strong
and quick qualities
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Dynamics
Task 10

a Possible actions are given in the table below.

b The two photographs for which students should identify the dynamic qualities are ‘Shunt 1’
and ‘Shunt 2’. Possible dynamic qualities are given in the table below.

Dynamic qualities

Space
Students need to be able to identify and describe spatial features. These questions test their
spatial knowledge.

Task 11
a Personal space is the extent of the space that surrounds the body, which is reachable by

extending without leaving the spot.

b General space is the space in a dance studio/hall that is outside the personal space of each dancer.

c The three levels are deep (or low), medium and high.

d The six dimensional directions are high, deep, to the right, to the left, forwards and backwards.

e The three planes are door, wheel and table.

f The four points for the three planes are as follows:
• Door — high right (HR), deep right (DR), deep left (DL), high left (HL)
• Wheel — forwards high (FH), forwards deep (FD), backwards high (BH), backwards deep (BD) 
• Table – right forwards (RF), right backwards (RB), left backwards (LB), left forwards (LF) 

g The eight three-dimensional directions are high right forwards (HRF), high right backwards
(HRB), high left backwards (HLB), high left forwards (HLF), deep right forwards (DRF), deep
right backwards (DRB), deep left backwards (DLB) and deep left forwards (DLF).
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Time

Sudden

Sudden

Sudden

Sudden

Sustained

Sustained

Sustained

Sustained

Weight

Firm

Firm

Fine touch

Fine touch

Firm

Firm

Fine touch

Fine touch

Space

Direct

Flexible

Direct

Flexible

Direct

Flexible

Direct

Flexible

Actions

Punch/ kick/ slice/ grab/slap/stamp/dig/gallop/leaps

Whip/whisk/ turning jumps

Dab/tap/pad/skips/hops

Flick/swirl

Press/push/pull/ contract

Wring/spiral

Glide/stroke/release/creep

Float/drift/ sway/hover/weave

Photo 1

Arm and hand gestures: delicate and fluid

Body: bound flow (tilted gently and carefully
to one side)

Head: held with strong tension in the neck

The entire physical shape is smooth and delicate

Photo 2

Arm and hand gestures: strong, bound, tight

Back: firm, curved, tight energy

Knees: jutting forwards strongly

Head: held still

The whole physical shape is strong, direct and tight
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Task 12
a Right is an example pathway

for a fierce and powerful
person.

b Possible actions to perform as the dancer moves into place are: run and jump, land centre
stage, turn and lunge to front.

c Possible shapes to convey power are: on jump, arms are high, with fists clenched. Arms extend
as dancer turns, and palms push out to 2nd on lunge.

High-quality performance
Students need to understand the value of rehearsal. 

Task 13
a I would check that every dancer was dancing in time, both with the music and other dancers;

in the right place on the stage; facing the right direction; performing the right actions and
travelling in unison or in canon at the right moment.

To improve the dancers’ sense of rhythm I would count out the beats and we would rehearse
to the music several times.

To help the dancers perform in the appropriate style of dance to communicate my idea, I would
remind them about the following things:
• correct posture • clear use of correct dynamics
• good use of focus • being in the correct place at the right time
• staying in character

I would film the dancers, or take photos to show them what they look like and demonstrate
what I really want. I would discuss the following areas that may need improving:
• an arm is not fully extended
• looking down and not out
• no facial expression, therefore character is lost
• no energy, so sense of power is unclear

b You could refer to pages 67–73 of the textbook to prepare students to answer this essay
question. You should award credit for comments referring to:
• the name of the dance
• the characters that dancers were trying to communicate
• the actions in a motif performed by the dancers 
• the dynamics required to show the characters
• the rhythms that the dancers needed to achieve
• accents, flow and speed changes that the motif demanded

Students might give tips such as: 
• give more power in the punch, kick, jump, drop
• drop heavily on count 1 — then turn lightly by getting up onto balls of feet and extending

arms gently out to side
• make elbow jerk to side faster and stronger — imagine you are poking a hole in a side wall

with elbow very quickly
• stare more as you stand still — giving direction of gaze and reminding dancers of posture of trunk

• clap the rhythm that feet should make — with loud claps where feet should be making strong
powerful steps or gestures

Student Workbook Teacher Notes
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DSC

C
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c Safety issues to check at rehearsal include:
• Dancers should be wearing correct and suitable clothing, no socks, hair tied back, no

jewellery. They should warm up first. This will prevent injuries to dancers.
• Space should be uncluttered, with a clean floor. CD player should be working and all dancers

should know how to use the electrical equipment safely. In this way they will not be hurt by
unsafe equipment, infected by a dirty floor or injured by obstacles.  

Choreography
Task 14

a Possible ways to vary a motif using action developments include: 
• repeat on other side of body
• repeat in retrograde
• change order of actions
• add in a new action
• take out one action and repeat it within a new motif

b Choose a dance idea for a solo, then improvise and try out some actions. Create a motif that
expresses the dance idea. Develop your motif by varying how you use actions, dynamics
and space. Include climax and contrast to add interest to your dance. You should have a clear
structure, with a beginning and ending to your dance.

c Two ways in which a motif could be developed using dynamics are given in the table below. 

Motif development

Task 15
a One possible group shape could be: four dancers in a circle, facing the centre, all reaching

slowly forwards and upwards to a high central point.

b This group shape was chosen because a circular shape suggests unity, and not separation or
conflict.

Task 16
b Possible ways to vary this motif spatially include: 

• Change the direction of the drop and roll.
• Make the runs smaller and the leap larger.
• Change the pathway of the motif.

c A possible way to build a climax into this motif is: small runs followed by a strong leap, land
strongly and hold still, then drop and roll slowly to come up to standing.

Motif

Run and jump quickly,
lower to floor, roll and
balance

Step left across in front
of right, kick right to
side; crouch then slide
on to side of body, turn
on hips to finish ‘sitting
on the walk’, or in 
fourth position

Development using dynamics

• Keep run and jump quickly but lower slowly to floor, roll quickly and get
into balance slowly

• Do two slow smooth walks, a smaller quick delicate jump, drop fast to 
floor, roll slowly and move quickly into balance

• Step heavily in plié on left foot, kick right leg strongly and sharply
• Crouch suddenly and pause
• Slide smoothly and quietly
• Turn slowly and sit, or:
• Step quickly on left foot, developpé kick right leg slowly, crouch and 

slide quickly and pause, turn rapidly and freeze
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d Two possible ways for this motif to be performed by three dancers are: 
• in unison, passing through each other
• in canon, each starting after the previous dancer has landed from the leap

Task 17
a One possible explanation of the terms ‘canon’ and ‘contrasting’ are given in the table below.

b One movement example, using canon as the relationship, could be: first dancer enters and
performs a turn, kick, two runs and freezes. Second dancer enters after first dancer kicks,
showing the canon. Both dancers meet on freeze, one then kicks and the other falls, showing
contrast in action, and conflict in the attacking kick, and reaction in the fall.

Task 18
One possible motif and discussion of its variation is given in the table below.

Topic 2 Revision tasks for Section B of the written paper
You could refer to Chapter 10 of the textbook when completing this topic, as it deals with the
dances used as examples in more detail. 

Task 1

Student Workbook Teacher Notes
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Relationship

Canon

Contrasting

Complementary

Explanation

Movements are performed by dancers one after the other, not at the same time

The dancers perform different actions from each other, e.g. one travels and 
one stays on the spot, or one shows a wide balance, the other lies curled on 
the floor

The same body shape is shown with two dancers standing and one sitting

Motif description

Lock shape, swivel,
release upper body,
arms rise to 4th
position

When and how motif varied

• Motif varied in last section of dance.
• Motif is varied by repeating to other side, with different timing 

and moving into the Graham tilt, rather than the swing leading to 
drop on the floor.

Composer

Designer of: 
Set

Lighting
Costumes

Date first performed 
in the UK

Venue of first
performance

Swansong

Philip Chambon

Christopher Bruce

David Mohr
Christopher Bruce

1987

Bilbao, Spain

Front Line

Dmitri Shostakovich

Guy Hoare and Henri Oguike

Guy Hoare
Elizabeth Baker

2002

Birmingham, UK

Bird Song

Andy Pink

Sam Collins
David Ward
Adrian Plaut
Genevieve Bennett

2004

Lisburn, Northern
Ireland 

a
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b You should guide students on which works to use for this task. Some examples are given in
the table below.

c Example answers are given in the table below.
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Number of dancers in
the video recording

Name of the company
performing in the video

Number of sections in
the work

Swansong

3

English National
Ballet

7

Front Line

6

Henri Oguike Dance 
Company

3

Bird Song

8

Siobhan Davies
Dance

16

Composer

Designer of:
Set
Lighting
Costumes

Date first performed 
in the UK

Venue of first
performance

Number of dancers in
the video recording

Name of the company
performing in the video

Number of sections in
the work

Work 1: 
Cross Channel

Steve Blake

Sandy Powell

1992

BBC2

13

Cholmondeleys and
Featherstonehaughs

8

Work 2: 
A Simple Man

Carl Davies

David Wilson
Robin Empsall
Tim Goodchild

1987

Manchester, UK

31

Northern Ballet
Theatre

8

Work 3: 
La Fille mal gardée

Ferdinand Hérold
(arrangement John
Lanchbery)

Osbert Lancaster
(set and costumes)

1960

London, UK

40

The Royal Ballet

2 acts

Swansong

Scene

Last scene

‘After death’
solo 

Set

Chair centre stage

Strong light from USL to DSR

‘Black box’ set

Guards stand by chair

Costumes

Guards — beige trousers and dark
brown belt; beige short-sleeved 
lapelled shirt; beige jazz shoes

Victim — blue jeans; pink t-shirt; 
grey jazz shoes
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Accompaniment 
Students often find writing about accompaniment a struggle. They need to remember what music
can contribute to a dance. You should make it clear that music conveys something in itself, which
enhances the communication of the dance idea and has a relationship with the dance actions. 

Task 2
a Example answers are given in the table below.

b The following is an example answer based on Still Life at the Penguin Café, choreographed by
David Bintley: 
In the ‘Ballroom’ scene the accompaniment is a rich, full orchestral sound that matches the use
of a large cast, dancing in unison. In ‘The Flea’, the sound of the squeak by the dancer and the
shoes on the floor by the morris dancers counterpoints the music.

c The following is an example answer based on Soda Lake, choreographed by Richard Alston: 
In Soda Lake there is no accompaniment other than the sounds made by the dancer as he/she
moves on the floor.

d The following is an example answer:
The tapping feet of the guards in the opening scene convey the rhythm that a verbal onslaught
on the prisoner might make. In the first solo by the prisoner, the sound of a slamming door sets
the mood and the bird-like sounds of screeching convey how the prisoner might be feeling.

Physical setting
You need to emphasise different types of physical setting — theatrical, site-specific and arena —
and ensure the students have seen examples of all three.

Student Workbook Teacher Notes
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Front Line

Bird Song

Scene

Beginning of
Section 2

‘4 Corners 1’

Two duos

Quartet

Set

Lighting from sidelights

Red filter on mids

White on heads

4th floor lit on 1st duo

Front line on 2nd duo

In the round

‘Arena’

White lines divide space into
four squares

Overhead video projection

Costumes

Men — black lightweight trousers;
silver leotard; turtle-necked sleeveless
tunic top

Women — black lightweight culottes;
silver leotard; slash-necked sleeveless
tunic

Trousers and t-shirt tops in variety of
blue, white, grey and yellow 

1

2

Sound

Whistling kettle

Machine sounds — rhythmically clanking

When it is heard

Near the end of Improvisation 1

Diagonals: Section 5a
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Task 3
a Cross Channel, choreographed by Lea Anderson, has a site-specific setting.

b One physical setting in Cross Channel is the outer aft deck of a car ferry. It is a real setting on
which the dancers enact directing traffic. The waving of the flag indicates the strength of the
wind. The dancers are wearing orange boiler suits and Doc Marten boots, which convey 
the characters of members of the ship’s crew. The crew are wearing appropriate footwear for
the floor surface and bright practical working clothes that make them visible to drivers in all
forms of transport.

c Swan Lake, choreographed by Matthew Bourne, has a narrative structure. 

d The following is a scene and its physical setting from Act 2 of Swan Lake: 
Cygnets: large stage with pillars near the wings, park gates. Blue lighting (daylight and water).

e This setting gives the idea of an outdoor place that has gates, indicating it is a large garden,
with a small lake.

Costume
Task 4

a Ghost Dances, choreographed by Christopher Bruce, is not abstract. 

b Two costumes worn in Ghost Dances are:
• ghost (male dancer) — mask with greasy hair, body markings and fringing on arms and legs,

black thong
• lady in red — red dress 

The male costume resembles a skeleton; not wearing much clothing conveys a death image and
frightening character.

The red dress conveys gender, poverty, a revolutionary colour and possibly an angry or passionate
character.

c Possible features that could affect choice of costume design include:
• colour • shapes of garments
• texture of material

d The following is an example answer using the costume feature of colour: 
• dance work — Front Line • designer — Elizabeth Baker
• choreographer — Henri Oguike • costume colour — black

The black costumes convey a sombre mood. They make shadow more visible against the white
cyclorama, and contrast with the flesh colour of the dancers.

Use of camera
Task 5

You need to draw students’ attention to the way a video recording or dance film has been shot
or edited. Refer students to the vocabulary table on page 39 of the workbook.

b You should award marks for knowledge taken from the table on page 38 of the workbook, and
the correct titles and choreographers of the works chosen. Examples of any of the following
editing techniques:
• close-up • topshot
• fade in and out • cuts
• special effects

14
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The following are notes that a student writing an essay comparing Bird Song and Cross Channel
might make:

Bird Song and Cross Channel
A variety of shots are similar, but their purposes are different. As Cross Channel is in various
sites, more settings (realistic ones) are seen, close up and distant (ferry leaving port, train station,
beach etc.) In Bird Song the arena setting means that the camera establishes ‘Front’ for the
audience.

Bird Song
Top shots — in ‘Snake 1’ they show the pattern of the dancers travelling on a curved pathway
and the group shape on the floor as they fall in canon.

Low shots — in ‘Snake 1’ the camera is level with the floor and we see the dancers from a side
view as they sit in canon in a line.

Close-up — in Bird Song’s solo we see Henry kneeling, close-up and then the camera zooms out
as he stands.

Long shot — we see Gill Clarke in ‘Solo 1’ from a distance — camera at the corner as she runs
from it to the centre space, and the white circle then disappears.

Sharp cuts — in ‘Muybridge 2’ we see a sharp freeze of a position and then a new image cuts
across it.

Cross Channel
Top shot — opening shots from a distance looking at a beach and figures lying in shapes of letters,
and gradually zooming in as dancers stand and leave.

Low shots — when dancers are lying on sun beds and slowly turn or move legs, and in a tent
when playing cards.

Close-up — as men are around tap, so that we see faces and water and not other surroundings.

Performance style
Task 6

You might like to use the table below to support your guidance of students in identifying and
describing performance styles.

Student Workbook Teacher Notes
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Swansong

• Expressive
• Characters established
• Modern dance
• Tap, jazz, cha cha

First solo

• Reaching forwards to audience
• Strongly, slowly, directly
• While sitting on the chair
• Use of space is economic 

while on spot
• Fully flexible while travelling

Front Line

• Pure dance
• Contemporary
• Dynamic
• Contrasts in energy and shape
• Very rhythmic

Section 2: Duet

• Contacting points of a 
partner’s body — touch, hold, 
move it

• Strong direct sudden actions 
and sudden loose relaxed 
qualities on a fall

• Changing level

Bird Song

• Improvisational
• Natural, relaxed, smooth
• Release based

‘Snake 1’

• Action travelling and stopping
• Dynamic quick fluid qualities
• Space — covering the space, 

using all three levels
• Continuing shape of an action
• Relationship — following in 

canon in a line
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b One possible answer is: La Fille mal gardée, choreographed by Frederick Ashton, which includes
the morris dance style in Act 2. 

c The features of morris dancing are: 
• folk dance style, uses props such as sticks or hankies
• performed in groups in heavy boots
• travelling with rhythmic weighty steps in circular formation, using sticks to hit floor and other

sticks
• partner work

Task 7
a One possible answer is the character of Matron from the Nutcracker, choreographed by

Matthew Bourne. 

b One possible motif performed by this character: she walks purposefully, with hands behind
back, head lifted, and points with strong finger gesture aggressively to show a powerful, author-
itative character.

c The costume worn by this character is a hat, wig, blouse, black skirt and heeled black shoes/boots.

d The dancer portraying this character looks fixedly at other characters or audience, with upright
back and sneering mouth.

Topic 3 Revision ideas for Section C of the written paper
Students should be familiar with the set work and at least four others for this section of the
written paper. I have selected six examples, which are commercially available and have either
been a set work in the past and have some related publications, or are accessible for students
to watch and study.

This topic includes an explanation of possible focus study areas and the range they may cover,
as well as some advice on the details students will need to know on accompaniment, costume
design, physical setting and lighting design. You will be given a focus study area by AQA in
January of the year of the exam and you will need to help students in preparing for this area.
There is substantial detail on each of the focus study areas in the textbook.

This topic provides one practice essay title for each of the seven focus study areas — students
should consider using or adapting these to encourage them to focus their thoughts. Some of these
questions should be attempted under timed exam conditions. You should guide students on how
to note down key facts, plan the structure of an essay with an introduction and conclusion, and
write coherent paragraphs.

Below is a template for thinking through and writing on any focus study area. This is a better
training to offer than giving sample essays that students may try to reproduce regardless of what
the actual question on the exam paper is. 

This model could be applied to any area of study, and the sample essay could act as a guideline
for the depth of knowledge required. It is not a prescribed answer to the title provided, but some
thoughts on the range of detail that students could include.

Template for planning an essay
• List the knowledge areas that the question asks for.
• List the four works and their choreographers (other than the set work) that you will use.
• Draw a brief draft table to list the scenes and vital facts that you want to include.
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• Use a structure similar to the following:
— Introduction: showing understanding of the features of the focus study area.
— One paragraph per work (five in total), with relevant features described.
— Compare the purposes of each feature.
— Make a substantiated conclusion.

Accompaniment
Chapters 6 and 9 of the textbook will be of particular help to you for this focus study area.
Students need to hear different types of accompaniment in order to recognise style, instrumen-
tation, lyrics, structure or use of found, natural or spoken accompaniment.

Costume
For specific details of how to describe costumes, you should look at Chapter 9 of the textbook.

An example of a costume must be linked to a particular work, a scene in the work and the
dancer/character wearing it. The costume should then be described with design features, such
as colour, material, texture, size and shape, and students should explain why and how they think
it is an appropriate costume for the work and its subject matter.

Physical setting: set design, props and lighting
You should refer to Chapter 9 of the textbook for additional information on these focus study areas.

Preparing students to write essays
You could use the following techniques to help students learn the facts that will score vital marks,
if linked with examples from professional works:
• crosswords on works, choreographers, choreographic devices etc.
• word cards to be matched, e.g. choreographers with title of a work they choreographed
• written tests requiring short answers
• written tests requiring descriptive answers
• questions requiring factual answers, with examples from two or more professional works

Once students can manage these tasks, they can then plan and collate relevant information for
the practice essay titles.

Students should make a draft plan on the written paper to link the question with the focus study
area. They should practise timing how long it takes to make a list of the vital facts to be included,
an outline structure and the final essay. They should allow enough time to read it through at 
the end and check they have included the facts listed in their plan and used correct spellings.
This process, once practised, will take less time and allow students to channel their thoughts
appropriately in the actual exam.

Students must be specific and show their knowledge of the works and their content — they should
not assume that examiners will automatically know what they are talking about. 

Practice essay titles
Use of dancers

The following are rough notes that you might like to offer students to help them answer the
following question:

Professional dance works can be performed by small or large casts. Choreographers choose
to use dancers in different ways to contribute to the dance idea. Using the set work and four
other professional dance works, give examples of effective ways dancers have been used to
communicate the dance idea.

Student Workbook Teacher Notes
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You should encourage students always to name the scenes from works, identify the size of the cast,
explain the idea and how the choice and use of dancers enables the audience to see the dance idea.

Set work for 2008–09: Bird Song. 

Four other works: 
• Front Line (2002 Oguike)
• Ghost Dances (1981 Bruce)
• A Simple Man (1987 Lynne)
• Swan Lake (1995 Bourne)

Dance idea or subject matter of each work:
• Bird Song — sound and rhythms, signalling, territories, codes, breaking down and building up

images as Muybridge photos.
• Front Line — the music’s structure, content, instrumentation, dynamics.
• Ghost Dances — three ghostlike figures represent evil, and threaten and remove villagers from

their community.
• A Simple Man — the life of Lowry the painter and the characters seen in his paintings.
• Swan Lake — royalty and their duties, lifestyle and feelings; prince meeting swans and feeling

threatened by them; madness and death through the system; relationship with solo swan.

Dancers are used effectively in all these works. 

In ‘4a: Snake 1’ of Bird Song, the eight dancers perform as a unit, weaving their way in curving floor
patterns, in canon and unison, with variety of speed in their going and stopping in Muybridge-
inspired group shapes as they traverse the territory. The travelling is effective as they follow one
another at speed and can be seen from all points of the arena setting.

In Front Line the dancers are used in section 2 to express the qualities of the music. The dynamics
of the opening theme: a slow, fluid and rich sound is shown with a trio of dancers moving together
in contact, travelling and using curving gestures as they travel fluidly. This contrasts with the staccato,
loud, strong, percussive notes plucked on the strings, used by Oguike in duets, with dancers moving
sharply, quickly and firmly, contacting each other with slaps, grabs and sudden drops to the floor.
All of these actions dynamically echo and reflect the music  quality effectively and dramatically. 

In Ghost Dances the villagers enter as a group from upstage left and travel in a cluster to arrive
upstage centre, towards the end of the trio by the Ghost Dancers. Students should explain how this
use of the dancers as villagers was effective for them as audience: whether it is the group shape,
where they are on stage, the actions they are doing or the use of canon as they enter, and of unison
as they walk. The contrast between the fast-moving, powerful movements of the trio in front of the
slow-moving, quiet group of villagers is effective as the sadness of the villagers contrasts vividly with
the power of the ghosts’ actions. 

In the industrial scene from A Simple Man, a much larger cast is used to communicate the lives of
male and female characters in northern Victorian industrial England. The male group enters in small
groups in canon and move in unison to convey their solidarity as a workforce, but then are seen in
trios doing machine-like actions to convey the mechanical nature of their work and the power of
the machines. The changes from small group to large group formations and vice versa are effective
in expressing the characters and their jobs as seen in Lowry’s paintings.

In the nightclub scene of Swan Lake, after everyone has left the club, a solo dancer, the prince, is
on stage outside the walls. The solo is effective because it follows a scene in the club in which the
Prince has been teased and taken advantage of by various characters. A solo expressing his emotions
at this point is effective because it brings the audience into the character’s state of mind with the
expressive pleading and the contrasting hunched inward, focused actions showing confusion.
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Choosing when a solo, duet or group dance should occur is important to the success of 
communicating the dance idea or subject matter effectively. The formations, use of contact, 
characterisation or abstract actions have to be appropriate to the work to be effective.

Topic 4 Crosswords

Actions

Dynamics

Space

Costume features

Design features

Props used by the Cholmondeleys

Props and furniture used by the Featherstonehaughs

Site-specific: Cross Channel
Across
5 Victoria; 6 Stool; 7 Ferry; 10 Ben; 12 Big; 
15 Parasols; 17 Sand; 18 Spiral; 19 Deck; 
20 Calais; 21 Train

Down
1 Bridge; 2 Statues; 3 Hotel; 4 Staircase; 
6 Sunbed; 8 Sea; 9 Beachhut; 11 Corridor; 
13 Grass; 14 Dover; 15 Pebbles; 16 Ramp

Across
2 Glass; 4 Rubber; 7 Tyres; 9 Trampoline; 
11 Cards; 12 Sponges

Down
1 Flippers; 3 Leather; 5 Pump; 6 Book; 
8 Bicycles; 10 Tent; 13 Pint

Across
1 Sunglasses; 3 Gloves; 6 Magazines; 
8  Feather; 9 Boas; 10 Cream; 11 Suntan; 
12 Paper

Down
2 Newspapers; 4 Handbag; 5 Cameras; 
7 Suitcase; 10 Cups

Across
1 Low; 3 Focus; 5 Flood; 7 Backdrop; 10 Flat;
11 Wings; 14 Spot; 16 Upstage; 17 Bright; 
18 Centre

Down
2 Wash; 3 Follow; 4 Back; 6 Dim; 7 Blackout; 
8 Downstage; 9 Prop; 12 Side; 13 Stage; 
15 Blue; 18 Cue

Across
3 Tie; 7 Wig; 8 Catsuit; 9 Hat; 10 Make; 
11 Tights; 12 Up; 13 Blouse; 14 Jacket; 
15 Trousers; 17 Scarf

Down
1 Pointe; 2 Skirt; 4 Waistcoat; 5 Tutu; 6 Shawl;
10 Mask; 13 Bolero; 14 Jazz; 16 Shirt; 18 Cap

Across
2 High; 4 Forward; 7 Up; 8 Far; 10 Thin; 
12 Sideways; 13 Low; 15 Round; 16 Left; 
17 Large; 19 Narrow; 23 Near

Down
2 Zigzag; 3 Towards; 5 Down; 6 Curve; 
9 Diagonal; 11 Direction; 14 Wide; 16 Line; 
18 Air; 20 Away; 21 Off; 22 In

Across
2 Strong; 3 Heavy; 6 Fast; 8 Firm; 9 Pat; 
10 Slow; 13 Sudden; 17 Rhythmically

Down
1 Light; 2 Softly; 4 Accent; 5 Jerky; 6 Flow; 
7 Tap; 8 Fluid; 10 Smooth; 11 Dynamics; 
12 Quickly; 14 Energy; 15 Gently; 16 Sharp

Across
2 Step; 4 Tilt; 7 Twist; 10 Tip; 11 Run; 
12 Balance; 13 Extend; 15 Fall; 17 Lie; 
18 Suspend; 20 Reach

Down
1 Jump; 2 Sit; 3 Swing; 5 Lean; 6 Hop; 8 Travel;
9 Gesture; 10 Turn; 14 Dig; 15 Flex; 16 Leap;
18 Sways; 19 Spring; 21 Curl

Student Workbook Teacher Notes
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Front Line 1

Front Line 2

Swansong

Bird Song 1

Bird Song 2

Choreographers

Across
1 Kylian; 3 Alvin; 5 Graham; 8 Cunningham; 
10 Jiri; 12 Bourne; 14 Lynne; 15 Cohan

Down
1 Khan; 2 Anderson; 4 Lea; 6 Oguike; 7 Davies;
9 Bruce; 11 Ailey; 13 North

Across
3 Song; 5 Head; 7 Round; 8 Plaut; 10 Davies;
12 The; 15 Beginning; 16 Over; 17 Rhythm

Down
1 Bird; 2 In; 3 Spots; 4 Butcher; 6 Ending; 
8 Pied; 9 Collins; 11 Video; 13 Bennett; 
14 Ward

Across
1 Montes; 7 Improvisation; 9 Pink; 11 Siobhan;
12 Corners; 13 Clarke

Down
1 Muybridge; 2 NI; 3 Snake; 4 Diagonal; 
5 Lines; 6 Roubicek; 8 Musical; 10 Four

Across
4 ENB; 6 Chair; 7 Swan; 8 Bruce; 9 Wells; 
13 Guards; 14 Prisoner; 15 Tap

Down
1 LFB; 2 Caps; 3 Mohr; 5 Nose; 6 Canes; 
8 Bilbao; 10 Sadlers; 11 Chambon; 12 Rambert

Across
3 Silver; 4 Flood; 5 Black; 6 Culottes; 7 Grey; 
10 Elizabeth; 11 Hoare; 13 Shadows

Down
1 Mid; 2 Profile; 4 Filter; 6 Cyclorama; 7 Guy; 
8 Baker; 9 Beam; 12 Boom; 13 Shin; 14 Side

Across
2 Six; 3 Two; 4 Stamp; 5 Viola; 7 Line; 
8 Quartet; 10 Henri; 11 Four; 12 Violins; 
15 Three; 17 Front

Down
1 Foot; 2 Slap; 4 Shostakovich; 6 Ninth; 
9 Oguike; 13 String; 14 Cello; 16 Red; 17 Fall
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